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This rattan mirror ’s stunningThis rattan mirror ’s stunning
design is bound to elevate thedesign is bound to elevate the
look and feel of your living arealook and feel of your living area
or hallway. The Whisker Mirroror hallway. The Whisker Mirror
complements with any décorcomplements with any décor
scheme.scheme.
H: 24" x H: 24" x W: 1" x W: 1" x D: 0"D: 0"

The tradit ional tan shade of thisThe tradit ional tan shade of this
wall mirror combined with the itswall mirror combined with the its
elegant and detailed design,elegant and detailed design,
adds an artistic f lair  to youradds an artistic f lair  to your
home.home.
H: 30" x H: 30" x W: 1" x W: 1" x D: 0"D: 0"

Handcrafted of natural rattan;Handcrafted of natural rattan;
this chair  is a great combinationthis chair  is a great combination
of style and comfort. It looksof style and comfort. It looks
great indoors as well as in thegreat indoors as well as in the
garden.garden.
H: 32" x H: 32" x W: 25" x W: 25" x D: 18"D: 18"

This beautifully handmade rattanThis beautifully handmade rattan
chair  for kids is perfect forchair  for kids is perfect for
modern homes or garden. Itsmodern homes or garden. Its
lightweight and stackable naturelightweight and stackable nature
makes it easy to carry them.makes it easy to carry them.
H: 23" x H: 23" x W: 22" x W: 22" x D: 13"D: 13"

Illuminate your corr idors, livingIlluminate your corr idors, living
rooms or bedrooms with the cozyrooms or bedrooms with the cozy
candlelight that f lickers throughcandlelight that f lickers through
this lovely combination of glassthis lovely combination of glass
and rattan lantern.and rattan lantern.
H: 5" x H: 5" x W: 7" x W: 7" x D: 9"D: 9"

A perfect blend of modern designA perfect blend of modern design
with a vintage charm, thiswith a vintage charm, this
hexagonal rattan tray can behexagonal rattan tray can be
used as an organizer or a servingused as an organizer or a serving
tray.tray.
H: 12" x H: 12" x W: 12" x W: 12" x D: 3"D: 3"

Comfortable and relaxing; thisComfortable and relaxing; this
chair  is handmade of rattan. Itschair  is handmade of rattan. Its
generous seat makes the chairgenerous seat makes the chair
ideal for meditation orideal for meditation or
mindfulness practice.mindfulness practice.
H: 35" x H: 35" x W: 30" x W: 30" x D: 3"D: 3"

Simple yet elegant; this alloySimple yet elegant; this alloy
planter can grace any corner ofplanter can grace any corner of
your households or gardens.your households or gardens.
Even with its iron content, it isEven with its iron content, it is
sustainable and eco-fr iendly.sustainable and eco-fr iendly.
H: 10" x H: 10" x W: 8" x W: 8" x D: 0"D: 0"
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Introducing AmaraIntroducing Amara

Emerging Brand Award and Sustainable Design Award F inalists at NY NOW Winter 2021 Digital MarketEmerging Brand Award and Sustainable Design Award F inalists at NY NOW Winter 2021 Digital Market

We got featured on Veranda Magazine May-June 2020 Issue!We got featured on Veranda Magazine May-June 2020 Issue!
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